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17 of 17 review helpful It will change the way you think By P Zachary Wolfe I love stuff that changes the way I think 
challenges the way I look at the world Looking back on my life there s been several ideas or philosophies that have 
been influential in shaping the lens I use to view myself and the world around me For example when I learned of 
Darwin s theory of evolution in elementary school I started to see every A strong and growing intuition in society 
today is the idea that our thoughts create our own reality Yet it seems obvious that try as we might our lives are not 
quite what we fantasize Is the intuition thus wrong Through a rational methodic interpretation of meditative insights 
the validity of which is substantiated with a compelling scientific literature review the author constructs hypotheses 
that reconcile facts with intuition Mesmerizing narratives of his ex About the Author Dr Bernardo Kastrup has been a 
scientist in some of the world s foremost scientific laboratories A successful entrepreneur he is currently an executive 
in an influential technology company 
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